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Let y(t), —oo<t<oo, be a smooth curve in Rn. For/in Co(Rn) set
(1)

T/Oc)-

Hm

f

tt^^dt.

e-+oo,N-+ao Js^\t\^N

t

Tf is the Hubert transform of ƒ along the curve y{t). E. M. Stein [2]
raised the following general question: For what values of/? and what
curves y(t) is Tf a bounded operator in Z7? If y(t) is a straight line it is
well known that Tis bounded for 1 <p< oo. Stein and Wainger [3] proved
that the operator is bounded for p=2 if
y(0 = (|fr sgn t, • • •, \t\an sgn 0,

^ > 0.

v

Here we show that Tf is a bounded operator in L for some/? other than 2
and some nontrivial, nonlinear y's. We prove
1. Let y(0=(|*| ai sgnf, |*|a2sgn0<*i>0, a 2 >0. Then Tf is
bounded in L^for |</?<4.
THEOREM

SKETCH OF THE PROOF. The transformation (1) may be expressed as a
multiplier transformation. In our case,

(2)

(Tf)\x,y)

=

rn(x,y)f(x9y)

where
(3)

m(x, y) =

lim

exp{i |*|ai sgn tx + i |f|a2 sgn ty) —

e->oo,iV-*oo Je^\t\^N

t

( denotes Fourier transform).
By a change of variables we may assume a x =l and a 2 ^ l . Furthermore
we may assume a 2 > 1, for otherwise we have the case that y(t) is a straight
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line. Thus in (3) we take a x = l and oc 2 =a>l. Clearly m is odd and
m(rx, ray)=m(x,y), r > 0 . By using the method of steepest descents and
integration by parts we obtain
THEOREM

2. m(x, y) is infinitely dijferentiable away from the line j = 0 .

ForO^I/jt^l,
m(x, y) = mx(x, y) + m2(x, y) + m3(x, y),
where, if
A = \y\ x" a

and

p = (a - l)" 1

m

y^o,

to,
m2(x, y) _f2B,A"

/2+

y^o,
.v^o,

'"exp(a-''|,),

lo,

w3(.x, y) has continuous second order partial derivatives away from the
origin. Here Aó and Bi are complex numbers ^ § ? 0 , p ^ O , and vi and ^
are real.
We shall consider a multiplier of the form n(x,y)=g(ylx<x) where
/ n
g(A) =

(A'/a e x p ( i r ' M A ) ,
l0,

if A > 0,
ifA^O,

where co is C 00 , has support in [—1,1] and is identically 1 near A=0.
Theorem 2 implies that m(x, ƒ ) is a finite sum of multipliers each of which
may be treated in the same way as n{x, y). Set
,n
*W
and«z(x,j)=^(j/xa).
We wish to show
g

=

(XzP e x p ( i r ' M A ) ,
|0,

^^0,
A ^ 0,

« 1/2 is a bounded multiplier on Lv for f < /? < 4.
Clearly «0+i*(*> ƒ) is a bounded multiplier on L2 (with norm uniformly
bounded in t). Hence, in view of the interpolation theorem for analytic
families of operators, to prove n1/2 is a bounded multiplier on Lp,
f </><4, it suffices to prove
3. na+it is a bounded multiplier on Lp,
with a bound that is independent of t.
THEOREM

1</?<OO

for <r>l,
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Theorem 3 will in turn follow by arguments similar to Rivière [1], if one
can prove the following
LEMMA. Let ip(r) be in C°°[0, oo) with support in [|, 2], p(x,y) =
(x2*+y2)1/2CC, and <f>(x,y) = tp(p(x,y)). For ô positive and small set 1=
Kl + l/a) + aandA:=(a + l)/2.

Then
£ 2 (M 2fc + M21) I0w«# v (x, y)\2

(0

dxdy^C

and
(ü)

f M"

+ M*1) I0W#..«) V (*. y)\2 dx dy <: C[p(s, u)f.

JR

hs,u(x,y):=e*ixs+vu) — I. ( v denotes inverse Fourier transform).
Lemma 2 is proved by (a) proving appropriate analogues of (i) and (ii)
if k=m+it, m a nonnegative integer, l=l + it, and l=it, and then (b)
using the Phragmén-Lindelöf theorems. Details will appear elsewhere.
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